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Abstract
Information visualization represents abstract data in a visual way. Scatter plots are common
diagrams to represent static data, but there is no simple way for it to represent time varying data.
To accomplish this, one method is to use a transition between a scatter plot from one time step to
the next. This can be captured as an animation between two-time steps. The resulting animation
becomes harder to comprehend when there is a lack of structure between the points during their
transition.
This thesis constructs and implements a model to optimize complex animations of groups to
be more understandable. We capture the understandability using principles of Gestalt theory,
which drives the creation of the model. The model restricts the animation to three separate stages
which have different purposes, such as merging, splitting, retaining proximity or maintaining the
common fate principle.
For these stages we must define groups in our scatter plots which will move together. This
is accomplished using a clustering method. We developed an algorithm to compute waypoints
used in the model, with multiple variable parameters. Using the waypoints we visualized two
animation types, Separated and Bundled. Separated keeps the initial and the final shape of the
groups stable during the animation. Bundled sacrifices some Gestalt principles by aggregating
multiple trajectories together to improve the cluttering of the animation.
The results show an improvement of the occlusion metric for both types with especially the
Bundled type improving compared to the interpolated base animation. The conformity with
Gestalt principles finds multiple improvements with the Separated type, showing the model’s
emphasis on Gestalt. The Monte Carlo experiments show improvement in the Bundled type for
the occlusion metric similar to other research in the field. For the Separated type the experiment
shows its viability for further exploration, as it improves upon the interpolated base animation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Scatter plots are one of the most used and a simple to understand visualizations to represent
abstract data. As it represents the data according to two variables, x and y, see Fig. 1.1. These
variables are the two axes of the chart. Each element in the data set is positioned according to
these two variables and shown with a dot. In the example a dot represents a student with on the
x-axis the homework completion percentage and on the y-axis the final score for a course. Scatter
plots display the strength, direction and correlation between elements. This versatility, simplicity
and wide usage make it an excellent visualization to further explore.

Figure 1.1: Example scatter plot.
As part of the Information Visualization field of research, there has been enough research
to transitions between different kinds of visualizations [6, 11]. Scatter plots are mostly used to
visualize none-time related data. To visualize time varying data with a scatter plot we need to
restrict it to a single time step. When we transition between two-time steps, we will need a
transition animation. The animation will help follow trends and better comprehend the data as
we move towards the new time step. A simple transition uses a linear equation to compute the
path of the animation, also known as interpolation. This is not desirable for a multitude of reasons
when considering the comprehensibility of the animation. In such a transition all points will cross
at random locations, and their movement will have no coherence.
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We will introduce stages to the animation to represent different objectives. The minimal
number of stages in an animation is simply one stage. Interpolation is an example of this, which has
the single purpose of translating the points to their final position. We want to have enough stages
to represent objectives such as groups of points, merging or splitting, while still minimizing this
number. The number of stages directly translates to an increase of complexity in the animation.
This means we need to optimize the number of stages without lowering the comprehension of the
animation itself. This comprehension comes in many shapes with the main one in our case being
the principles of Gestalt which will be introduced later in this chapter.
In this project we will propose an algorithm that computes a visually pleasing and comprehensible animation. As the setting of this problem, we have the scatter plot visualization. We are
given a set P = {p1 , . . . , pn } and Q = {q1 , . . . , qn } of points that all lie in the Euclidean plane.
Our objective is to find the best transition with the least number of stages, where all points in
the set P move to their corresponding points in set Q, see Fig. 1.2. To find this best path we
introduce waypoints. Waypoints will be the intermediate steps in our animation so we can guide
the flow in the animation. Furthermore, we want to link this algorithm to various principles of
Gestalt to argue its understandability more.

Figure 1.2: Scatter plot transitions.

1.1

Thesis Contribution/Structure

We introduce a new model to optimize complex transitions between scatter plots. The novelty of
this model is its basis of Gestalt principles, while keeping the animation simple. We developed an
algorithm to compute the model’s transitions into an animation trajectory. We further experiment
and argue about the resulting trajectories, using the metrics we developed to quantify Gestalt
principles and existing metrics which quantify animation quality.
In Chapter 2, a short introduction is given to some algorithms that are used in later chapters.
Chapter 3 will introduce our model with first a clustering method followed by the actual model.
The developed algorithm will be explained in Chapter 4, with first a short part dedicated to the
clustering algorithm, followed by the waypoint algorithm with its run time. Chapter 5 will show
the result of the algorithm compared to the base measurements and show what improvements this
model provides. The discussion on these results will also be contained in this chapter. Finally,
Chapter 6 will give the conclusion of the thesis.
2
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1.2

Principles of Gestalt

Gestalt is a German word which loosely translates to shape, figure or form. Gestalt theory tries
to explain how humans perceive groups. Originally proposed by Max Wertheimer in 1923 [18]
and later added in ‘a source book to Gestalt psychology’ [9]. This study distinguishes multiple
different factors (also called laws or principles) of how organization is perceived. As there is no
definitive number of factors proposed by Wertheimer and some were added later, we distinguished
eight factors from the following sources [10, 17, 18].
a, Proximity: When elements are indistinguishable, we group them based on the smallest distance
interval, their spatial proximity, Fig. 1.3.a.
b, Similarity: Elements with distinct visual characteristics will be grouped differently, this applies
to shape, colour, sound, and much more, Fig. 1.3.b.
c, Synchronicity: Events happening at the same time are perceived as belonging together. In
Fig. 1.3.c all elements start the same, but over time only a select few change colour.
d, Uniform Destiny (Common Fate): Elements shifting towards the same direction with the same
speed, are perceived as a group. This factor should be aligned with proximity. When the
shift happens with elements from different proximity groups it could have an adverse effect
to the perception of a group [18]. Fig. 1.3.d can be interpreted as a flock of birds flying in
the sky.
e, Common Region: When elements are linked or bordered as Fig. 1.3.e illustrates, they will give
a stronger perception of grouping, giving them a region. This directly counters the spatial
proximity factor as elements which are spatially separated will still be perceived as a group.
f, Prägnanz (Simplicity): Prägnanz can be loosely translated from German to ’meaning through
context’. Also known as the law of simplicity. We simplify shapes to make them easier
to understand. As Fig. 1.3.f illustrates we simplify the complex shape on the left to three
overlapping rings. We do not see the shape as twelve separate arcs, we simplify it to more
basic structures.
g, Good Continuation: When the elements are in a clear order they will be perceived as a group.
For this reason we will group element a and c together in Fig. 1.3.g, while the proximity
from b to c may be closer and the elements near b are denser. In the same way it is easier
to follow a curve intersection opposed to a straight line intersecting as the former is easy to
follow while the latter is more ambiguous in its meaning.
h, Familiarity: Past experiences or habits may influence our group perception.
We may touch upon any of the previously mentioned factors, only familiarity will be ignored
as there is no global element to measure. In an extensive experiment of Chalbi et al. [3] the
effects of group perception through common fate was tested against proximity, similarity and
synchronicity. In this experiment a group of 100 individuals had to decide which objects belong
in a group. For the experiment six different potential grouping methods were tested against
each other. One common fate, one proximity, two methods of similarity and two methods of
synchronicity. Remember that common fate and synchronicity happen in time and are therefore
animations in the experiment, while the others are static. The results show that animation is
a major contributor to our group perception. Dynamic movement which happens for common
fate and synchronicity outperformed all static grouping methods, with common fate besting both
synchronicity methods. Only proximity got close to an even score with one of the synchronicity
methods and outperformed the other two static methods of similarity.
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Figure 1.3: The Gestalt principles.

1.3

State of the Art

We want to link the aforementioned Gestalt principles to the visualization of the animation between
scatter plots, with the expectation that following these principles will improve the animation.
There are multiple studies which try to quantify what good animation should contain, but to
our knowledge, no study links them directly to the Gestalt principles trying to quantify these
principles. One of the few studies found directly applying Gestalt principles was the study of
Nesbitt and Friedrich [12] where the principles were applied to the representation of graphs. The
Gestalt principles are still widely used as a foundation, with most visualizations of groups using
these principles explicitly or implicitly in their representation or animation.
The study from Heer and Robertson [11] investigates the effectiveness of animation between
statistical data graphics. They give multiple design principles for effective transitions for which
some are used in this paper such as group similar transitions, maximize predictability, use simple
transitions and make transitions as long as needed, but not longer. Their findings suggest that
animated transitions can significantly improve graphical perception of changes between statistical
data graphics. The study further discourages the use of complex multi-stage transitions, what we
also try to avoid.
‘Temporal Distortion for Animated Transitions’ from Dragicevic et al. [6] examines the effectiveness of object tracking under different conductions of temporal distortions. There are four
kinds of distortions investigated, which can be seen in Fig. 1.4. From this study, we find empirical
evidence that the slow-in/slow-out technique out performs the other distortions. This technique
is also applied in our animation, although some concessions had to be made.
The study of Chevalier, Dragicevic and Franconeri [4] investigates the effects of staggering in
animations occlusion and complexity metrics. Staggering is the technique of adding incremental
delay in the start time of moving elements. They found no significant or even negative impact
on multiple object tracking performance. They used formulas to measure the occlusion and complexity values during animation. The study of Du et al. [7] further elaborated on these metrics
4
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Figure 1.4: Four kinds of temporal distortions, from [6].
analysing bundled trajectories for animation. Their metric for occlusion is used in the experiments
and was the inspiration for the Gestalt metric found in Chapter 5 Experiments.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
This preliminaries section will be used to streamline the description of the algorithms later in the
thesis. We will explain two integral algorithms used in our clustering method and for the waypoint
algorithm.

2.1

Bentley–Ottmann algorithm

This algorithm developed by Bentley and Ottmann [1] is a sweep line algorithm for finding all
intersections between a set of line segments. This algorithm is part of our clustering solution.
The two main elements of this algorithm are the sweep line and the event queue. In Fig. 2.1 an
example case is given with four line segments S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 . The sweep line (in this case) moves
from left to right were the events 1-10 mark important places in the sweep line. At the bottom of
Fig. 2.1 the sweep line ordering of events 2 and 5 is given as an example.
The event queue contains the steps of the algorithm were changes to the sweep line ordering
happen. There are three types of events: start, end and intersection, which indicate a start, end
or intersection of a line segment. At the beginning the queue will be filled with start and end
events of all line segments. The ordering dictates the movement direction of the sweep line, in
this case we order on the x-axis of the events. When we arrive at a start event, the sweep line
data structure, for example a balanced search tree, will update by adding the line segment to the
correct position in the ordering. This will be the y-axis ordering of the line segments, an example
of this ordering can be seen in Fig. 2.1 for events 2 and 5. For an end event this line segment
is simply removed from the data structure. During the events we may discover an intersection,
which will be added to the event queue at the correct position. This position again depends on the
x-axis alignment of the intersection. In the example at events 2 and 7, we discover an intersection,
which is then added to the event queue.
The insight needed to make this algorithm efficient is the ordering of the sweep line. We want
to discover intersections and for an intersection of line segments to happen their order in the sweep
line must swap at some point. This can be observed in the example for events 2 and 5 for line
segments S1 and S2 . The next observation tells us that for segments S1 and S2 to cross there
must be a point in the ordering of the sweep line where both segments are next to each other
in the ordering, which happens at event 2. From here an efficient algorithm can be constructed
that checks for potential intersections. For the three types of events: start, end and intersection,
we check and resolve potential intersections differently. For start events, we position the line
segment in our data structure and check both its neighbours for potential intersections. With
end events, we check for an intersection between both neighbours of the ending line segments,
as the ending line segment will be removed from the sweep line and make its neighbours direct
neighbours. Intersection events contain two line segments that intersect. These will be swapped
in their ordering on the sweep line and checked for intersections with their new neighbours after
the swap.
6
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The proof of correctness, pseudo code and run time of O((n + k) log n), with k the number of
intersections, can be found in ‘Algorithms for Reporting and Counting Geometric Intersections’ [1].
‘Computational Geometry Algorithms and Applications’ from de Berg et al. [5] further expand on
this to highlight some special case situation, such as synchronous events, and how to solve them.

Figure 2.1: Sweep line algorithm example.

2.2

Force-directed graph algorithm

A force directed graph algorithm is used to compute a layout of a graph to the viewer in a more
visually pleasing way. In the thesis, it was used to find the final positions of all waypoints. By
pushing waypoints away from each other, we will try to make the animation less cluttered.
As the name of the algorithm suggests, the algorithm starts with a graph with vertices and
edges. Furthermore, an optimal distance d between connected vertices is given or computed.
By applying a pushing or pulling force on all vertices, depending on distance between connected
vertices, we can reposition the vertices. This happens over multiple iterations during which the
algorithm tries to come closer to the optimal positions for the vertices in every iteration. To help
the algorithm eventually stabilize a cooling function is added. The cooling function reduces the
forces applied to the vertices depending on the number of iterations that have occurred. This
means that for the final few iterations the vertices are moved only by a small distance to settle
the graph in a near optimal configuration for the applied forces.
The algorithm itself is straightforward. For every iteration four steps are taken to compute the
new positions of the vertices. In the first step the repulsive forces are calculated for all vertices
between each other. In the next step the attractive forces are calculated for all edges. Here the
vertices which are connected through an edge will be attracted to each other. These calculated
displacements of repulsion and attraction are added up and applied to the vertex in the third step,
the amount of force applied depends on the cooling factor. In the final step this cooling factor is
updated for the next iteration.
The pseudo-code and the run time analysis of O(|V 2 |+|E|) for the basic variant and O(|V |+|E|)
for the grid variant, with V the vertices and E the edges of the graph, are discussed in ‘Graph
Drawing by Force-Directed Placement’ by Fruchterman and Reingold [8].
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Chapter 3

Rhombus model
In this thesis, we want to optimize complex animations for scatter plots. As explained in the
introduction, a simple animation is an interpolation. To counter problems which are introduced
by an interpolated animation, our model wants to position waypoints that the points must visit
during their movement. This will help animation trajectories to avoid each other, as depicted in
Fig. 3.1, with the red dots indicating the waypoints. The same waypoint may be used by multiple
points as to keep them spatially close and moving in the same direction for as long as possible.
Every point will have only two such waypoints on its trajectory.

Figure 3.1: Adding waypoints to animation trajectories.
The objective of this chapter is to define the model in terms of constraints and parameters.
From this model we will compute the waypoints in the next chapter. The waypoints help to
structure the trajectory of our animation. We will define possible locations of these waypoints
using the rhombus shape, based on a graph that captures the general structure between the start
and end positions of our points. This graph captures this general structure by applying a clustering
method to the input sets P and Q.

3.1

Clustering

We will cluster spatially close points to generalize our input sets P and Q to a graph form. This
way we simplify the representation of groups of points which will move together in the animation,
due to their proximity to each other. Clustering is not the focus, but an important part of the
model. It is a major contributor to how the final animation looks, as the cluster size decides how
many pairs will move synchronously and the cluster centers decide the exact waypoint locations.
For this purpose, we aim for the clustering to have the following properties.
1 Equal clustering areas: The clusters cover a similar area, independent of the number of
points in the area. This constraint keeps the maximal distance between points in the same
cluster consistent.
8
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2 Compactly shaped clusters: This restricts the clustering types to compactly shaped cluster
as shown in Fig. 3.2.a. We want to follow the Gestalt principles of proximity, prägnanz and
good continuation, so changing cluster shapes will make the animation more complex and
less ordered. Furthermore, for the shapes depicted in (a) its spatial proximity is more clear
than (b) and (c).
3 Variable number of clusters: This is a causality of the first case as the input data will require
a variable number of clusters depending on the coverage of the cluster areas.

Figure 3.2: (a) Compact clusters. (b) Elongated clusters. (c) Spherical and ellipsoidal clusters
from [14].
Looking at the different clustering methods, we find many surveys [2, 13, 14]. From there we
can distinguish four common clustering techniques: partitioning, density-based, grid-based and
hierarchical. Partitioning algorithms, like k-means, expect a given number of clusters which we
want to avoid in our model. Density-based clustering methods, have a similar hurdle as they
expect a density threshold, while the density is not a factor in our problem. Furthermore, they
create shaped clusters, as depicted in Fig. 3.2 (b) and (c) which are undesirable. Grid-based and
hierarchical algorithms are more applicable, but unnecessarily complex for this problem. Gridbased algorithms usually have a grid density for their cluster detection, while we are searching
for distance-based. Hierarchical algorithms search for a cutting point in their tree structure to
distinguish clusters, which again is overly complex for this problem instance.
For these reasons we use a clustering method with all criteria, but which is suboptimal in
finding the most cost-effective clusters, what this cost entails will be explained later. The only
required parameter is the size of the clusters, denoted by r the radius from the cluster center. To
find the cluster center from the points, we convert the start and end locations of the points to disks
with radius r. The intersection area between disks show potential cluster centers, as depicted in
Fig 3.3, with the red dots indicating the center of the intersection areas. The trajectory indicates
the interpolated animation path for a point. Intersections between a start and end points are
ignored as we want to cluster the start and end points separately.
To find the clusters we first compute all maximum intersection set of the points. When an
intersection point is found, we are only interested in the set containing all overlapping disks. This
will be the maximum intersection set of that intersection point. As there may be disjoint disks
all points will be added as a set containing one element. This ensures a cluster for each point.
Finding the intersection points is done by an altered version of the Bentley and Ottmann sweep
line algorithm [1], see Section 2.1. When an intersection set is found we give it a cost depending
on the number of points that overlap and the Euclidean distances between them, see Equation 3.1.
Here I represents the set of intersecting points with c the center point of that set. The first part
of the equation reduces the cost when set I contains many points. The final part of the equation
divides the sum of distances d between points in I and center c through the maximum possible
sum, which is a distance of 2 · r for every point. We multiply this final part by 0.99 making it the
maximal value possible. Adding this to the first part makes it so that the set I with the closest
Optimizing Staged Transitions for
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Figure 3.3: Disk intersections.
proximity to the center has the lowest cost. This prioritizes clusters with many points and have a
closer proximity to each other.
P
d(i, c)
cost(I, c) = (|P | − |I|) + i∈I
· 0.99
(3.1)
2r · |I|
From here a set cover solution can provide a local minimum cover, where all points will be
covered by at least one cluster, Fig 3.4.a. The sweep line algorithm works in O(n log n + k) time
with k the number of intersections and the set cover solution in O(m2 ) time, with m the number
of overlapping set discovered in the sweep line algorithm. Further details about the computation
will be given in Chapter 4.
The clustering essentially generalizes our input as depending on the chosen r we aggregate more
or less points. To make this clear we represent the generalized input as a graph G. The vertices
V will be the cluster centers. The directed edges E = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V } will be the animation
trajectories, with point pi ∈ u and and point qi ∈ v therefor following the animation direction.
This means we have a directed graph G = (V, E) with source-destination vertex pairs as shown in
Fig. 3.4.b. The source and destination vertices have potentially many-to-many relations between
them.

10
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(a) Clusters.

(b) Generalized graph of clusters.

Figure 3.4: Clustering.

3.2

Rhombus area

The concept of the model can be deduced from the title, as it revolves around the rhombus shape.
All edges of the graph G will be contained in a rhombus shape from source to destination as shown
for a single edge in Fig. 3.5. A rhombus is a quadrilateral, a polygon with four equally length
sides. Any waypoint we want to add to the edge must lie within the rhombus shape. This shape
forces all points to move towards the direction of their destination, with a maximum deviation
depending on the given α angle of the rhombus. This angle will be the same for all rhombi, giving
the edges with a greater length a larger rhombus area.

Figure 3.5: Rhombus area.

3.3

Rhombus model

For every edge e=(u,v) ∈ E, where u is the source and v is the destination, we will construct a
rhombus with angle α. From every rhombus two waypoints will be added that must be contained
in the rhombus. The position of these waypoints is determined by the source and destination
vertices.
Optimizing Staged Transitions for
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When a rhombus intersects another rhombus with both rhombi originating from the same
vertex, the intersection area becomes a potential waypoint area. In this area a single waypoint
will cover both rhombi, as Fig. 3.6 shows where the dark orange area indicates the area where
all three edges a,b and c overlap with their rhombi. This brings us to the following minimization
problem: finding the lowest number of waypoints per vertex, while covering every rhombus with
at least one waypoint. This will provide two waypoints per edge, as every edge is connected to
two vertices, with both vertices providing one waypoint. The solution to this problem will be
explained in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.6: Intersecting rhombi.
The next step is deciding the position of the waypoint in its area. We decided to constrain
the area one additional time as some early testing found that a large area of potential waypoint
locations can have volatile effects on the trajectory of the points. Fig. 3.7.a shows two solid
lines around a third and two-thirds along the edge. These lines represent all potential waypoint
locations, one waypoint per line. For a waypoint area that is the intersection of multiple rhombi,
a similar line exists, using the shortest edge for the position of the shared waypoint line. We use
the shortest edge to keep the trajectory of the animation consistent, as choosing a position further
along the waypoint area will make the trajectory angles for the shortest edge to sharp and distinct.
The angle for the waypoint line will be perpendicular to the center line of the overlapping rhombi.
This can be seen in Fig. 3.7.b where the blue rhombus is the shortest and dictates the position
of the solid black waypoint line. This way both rhombi still have their own second waypoint
positions, which are indicated by the blue and red lines. An example animation trajectory is given
in red with all waypoints in the center of their waypoint line.
The initial position of the waypoint on its waypoint line will be the center. From here we can
push the waypoint over its line to a more appropriate position. How this is calculated will be
explained in the Chapter 4.

12
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(a) no overlap

(b) with overlap

Figure 3.7: Rhombus area waypoint lines.

3.4

Defining animations from waypoints

With the model and waypoint positions clear we now look at the animation. There are two
distinct animation types, separated and bundled. For both types the animation, we will show the
movement from the start position to the end position of the points, wherein the bundled type the
points will bundle only along the trajectory. For the animation, we look back at Gestalt theory
in particular: common fate, proximity and good continuation. Furthermore, we will divide the
animation into three separated stages all with the same duration: start, waypoints and end stage.
The animation will use Bézier curves to make a smooth transition between stages. These curves
will use control points C1 and C2 whose exact locations are one-third and two-thirds along the
animation path. This causes all three stages to have the same duration and length when there is
no overlap in rhombi, as the start stage transitions from the starting position to C1 , the waypoints
stage moves from C1 to C2 and the end stage goes from C2 to the end position of the points. The
7
exact positions of the waypoints lie at 18
and 11
18 along the interpolated trajectory. This sets
the waypoints close to the beginning and end of the waypoints stage. Due to the Bézier curve
the animation will slow down at the curves, making them more pronounced and following the
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Slow-in/Slow-out strategy from Dragicevic et al. [6] for this stage.

3.4.1

Separated type

In Fig. 3.8 the start indicates a cluster center containing the starting points. For the start stage
we translate these start points from their cluster center to C1 , while keeping them in the same
position from each other (proximity) and moving at the same speed (common fate). Fig. 3.8 shows
that the first movement is straight until the end of the first stage, which is indicated by control
point C1 . Here we start the trajectory of the cubic Bézier curve with control points C1 , both
waypoints and C2 . The Bézier curves help to make the transition between stages more smooth.
As points may have to travel to other clusters we will observe points splitting from the group after
the first waypoint. The second waypoint on the trajectory may merge other points that have the
same end cluster. The final part of the animation is similar to the first part where the points are
translated over a straight line to their end position.

Figure 3.8: Animation trajectory stages, separated type.

3.4.2

Bundled type

Two more control points C10 and C20 are added for the bundled trajectory, see Fig. 3.9. These
lie at the halfway point between the starting cluster center and C1 or C2 and the ending cluster
center. Every stage in the trajectory is a Bézier curve where the start and end stage are quadratic
Bézier curves with the new control points to bundle the points and keep the animation smooth
(good continuation). The waypoints stage stays a cubic Bézier curve, but the bundled point will
increase in size based on the number of points that it contains (good continuation).

Figure 3.9: Animation trajectory stages, bundled type.
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Algorithm
In this chapter, we explain the algorithm for the model. For clarity the sweep line and set cover
algorithms will be run twice, once for set P and once for set Q. This provides us with the
generalized graph, representing the clusters. From this graph we calculate the waypoint positions.
We split this chapter into three parts, with the first part analysing the clustering method. For
the second part we continue with the graph G of connected clusters. The algorithm for efficiently
finding the minimal number of waypoints per vertex will be presented. From this algorithm we
will also get the waypoint line for all waypoints. Finally, we will explain how to find the final
position of the waypoints on their waypoint lines.

4.1

Clustering

Both the sweep line algorithm and the set cover algorithm were left ambiguous in how they were
used. The sweep line algorithm is used to find sets of points that form potential clusters giving
them a cost depending on the number of points and their density, calculated by Equation 3.1. The
set cover algorithm finds a set of sets which covers all input points and gives priority to minimal
costing sets. This means that both algorithms are used twice, for both sets P and Q to find the
clusters for both sets.

4.1.1

Sweep line algorithm

The used sweep line algorithm is similar to Section 2.1. One of the modifications is the use of
arcs instead of line segments. As we want to find the intersection points between disks, we will
first split the disks into two arcs as shown in Fig. 4.1. From here the same algorithm can be
used with the addition to check intersection between arcs instead of line segments. From the
intersections we can naively find which other points/disk overlap as they must have intersected
with the current intersecting disk prior. The center point of the cluster is computed from the
average of the overlapping points, choosing the intersection point itself in cases where this fails to
find a center which covers all points in a radius of r. With all these values we calculate the cost
for the potential cluster using Equation 3.1. When all distinct sets and their costs are found, we
use it as the input for the set cover algorithm.

4.1.2

Set Cover algorithm

The Set Cover algorithm is a greedy algorithm which is O(log n) approximate [16]. The algorithm
finds the most cost-effective set from the input. Cost-effective means that the ratio of the cost
and the number of new elements in the set is minimized, see Equation 4.1. With S the input set
of sets, the effective cost of set Si ∈ S is calculated as the cost divided by the number of new
elements in Si , with I the set of already covered elements. When the most cost-effective set is
found we added this set as one of the clusters and add the elements to the set of covered elements
Optimizing Staged Transitions for
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Figure 4.1: Splitting disks to arcs.

I. When all elements are covered, meaning set I contains all elements relating to our starting sets
P and Q, the algorithm is finished and returns the found clusters.
cost-effective(Si ) = Cost(Si )/|Si − I|

4.2

(4.1)

Overlapping waypoint areas

In this section we want to find the general waypoint location in the form of the waypoint line.
As this is the focus of the model, we want to optimize the solution as efficiently as possible.
The optimization is needed to find the lowest number of waypoints per vertex. This reduces
the complexity of the animation as more points will use the same waypoint. The efficiency is to
improve the potentially high run time, as a naive approach has a O(n3 ) run time, with n the
number of points in the animation.
We will use a greedy algorithm to find the minimal number of waypoints needed to cover all
rhombi originating from a single vertex. The greedy algorithm only finds this minimal number if
the starting point is correct. When we find the correct starting point and run the greedy algorithm,
we obtain the values of the overlapping waypoint areas from which we can infer the waypoint lines.
First, we will explain the Greedy algorithm, followed by the W aypoint algorithm which finds
the correct starting positions by distinguishing between three separate cases for a single vertex.
These three cases will be discussed separately after the greedy algorithm.

4.2.1

Greedy Algorithm

For a single vertex v the Algorithm 4.2.1 finds the minimal set of waypoint to cover all edges
from a start position s. The algorithm requires the start position s ∈ E, with E the ordered edges
connected to v and the α angle of the rhombus area. In the algorithm we have a function Angle(s)
which gives the angle of the edge s corresponding to the v. The function Search(E, i) which uses
the search tree structure of edges in E to find the nearest edge s0 below a given angle i. As s
represents the start of the overlapping waypoint area, s0 represents the end. When s = s0 there are
no other edges close enough, which gives a single waypoint to this single edge s, the waypoint line
uses the full rhombus area as there is no overlap. The waypoint line will be created by w(s, s0 ),
for this we need to know the angle between s and s0 for the orientation of the waypoint line and
the length of the shortest edge between s and s0 for the distance of the waypoint line from v. This
shortest edge must be found in the edges ranging from s to s0 which can be trivially found in the
search tree. Finally, we update the values to find the next waypoint in the loop around vertex v.
covered indicates the checked angular range of v. This is updated by the Range between s and
N ext(s0 ). When both input values for Range are the same we return 2π. N ext(s0 ) indicated the
next edge of v from s0 , binding the final edge of E to the first edge. N ext(s0 ) will also be our new
starting position with i being updated to an α angle farther from our new starting position.
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Algorithm 1: GreedyMinimalWaypointsAlgorithm - GMWAlgorithm(s, E, α)
Input : s, starting edge
E, search tree of edges
α, rhombus angle
Output: W, set of waypoint lines
i = Angle(s) + α;
covered = 0;
set W = ∅;
while covered < 2π do
s’← Search(E, i);
add w(s,s’) to W;
covered += Range(s, Next(s’));
s = Next(s’);
i = Angle(s) + α;
end

4.2.2

Waypoint algorithm

For every vertex v we need the precomputed ordered list of edges for that vertex, which can be
constructed simultaneously with graph G. The α value is a variable parameter, indicating the size
of the rhombi. The W aypoint algorithm computes the waypoints individually per vertex. There
are three potential cases to solve, Case 1 we take when a range of α is found between the edges
connected to v. When no range of size Gap is found, we apply Case 2. This case will explain
what this size Gap exactly means. Finally, Case 3 applies when we do find ranges of size Gap
between edges. We will apply Case 3 for all such instances.
Algorithm 2: WaypointAlgorithm(G, α)
Result: Set of Waypoint line locations
Input: G, graph representing clusters
E, search tree of order edges for all vertices in G
α, rhombus angle
foreach v ∈ V (G) do
if v has a range α then
Case 1;
else if v has no range of Gap then
Case 2;
else
foreach v has a range of Gap do
Case 3;
end
end

Case 1
Case 1 is by far the easiest to solve, when E of v contains two consecutive edges which are a
range of α apart, they can not overlap and have the same waypoint. As both edges must have a
waypoint we can use either of the edges as the start position of GM W Algorithm, see Fig. 4.2.
Starting from e1 or e2 we add all edges over an α angular range. After this range we repeat from
the next edge and stopping when the start position is reached. This way the greedy algorithm will
find an optimal solution in the number of waypoints for this problem.
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Figure 4.2: Starting edges to calculate the number of waypoints for vertex v.

Case 2
For this case we will first explain how we calculate the Gap angle. The Gap is calculated using
the upper bound from Observation 4.2.1, the angle α and with the knowledge that all edges are
less than an α angle from each other.
Observation: 4.2.1 The upper bound on the number of waypoints for a single vertex can be found
in the α angle. A single waypoint can at most cover a range of α as the edges can be at most
α separated to still overlap in a single line. This means that d 2π
α e represents the upper bound of
waypoints needed to cover the full angular range of a single vertex.
When no angle of Gap is found, we are certain that vertex v uses the upper bound number of
waypoints. The Gap angle shows that there is no space between consecutive edges to use fewer
waypoints than the upper bound. As we know that the upper bound is used, it does not matter
from which edge we start the GM W Algorithm. It is not possible to find more waypoints than
the upper bound as the name implies. The Gap angle will prove that there is not enough space
to have fewer waypoints than the upper bound.
remainder
upper bound-1
(
α
2π mod α = 0,
remainder =
2π mod α
Gap =

(4.2)

The Gap Equation 4.2 is calculated by dividing the remainder by the upperbound minus one.
The remainder can be seen as the range between waypoints. They are gaps in the coverage of
the waypoints out of which we potentially need fewer waypoints. An example is given in Fig. 4.3
where we have an α of π2 and a single vertex with edges spaced π6 angle apart. The red arcs give a
schematised example of the edges covered by a single waypoint as the rhombi from these edges will
overlap. The remainder is equal to π2 = α, which means if we want to use fewer waypoints than
the upper bound we must implicitly cover the remainder’s range. In the figure this is possible as
we have three gaps of π6 adding up to the remainder. When we find the remainder from multiple
small gaps or a few large gaps we can optimize the number of waypoints. The maximal number
of gaps we have to find this remainder depends on the upper bound, to be exact there is one less
gap than the upper bound number of waypoints.
This observation provides us with the counterargument that a vertex without gaps of at least
Gap size can never add up to the remainder, this means we can never get fewer waypoints than
the upper bound.
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Figure 4.3: One of the optimal solutions for edges

π
6

apart with α =

π
2.

Case 3
As the previous case explained the reasoning behind the Gap angle, we will use the same reason in
this case. When we find a range of size Gap, there are potentially fewer waypoints needed than the
upper bound. We can use the edges that have this range between them as our starting positions.
There is no certainty if we can decrease the number of waypoints from this starting position, but
if there exists a waypoint coverage with fewer waypoints, we must find it starting there. We divide
the remainder by the upper bound minus one to get a range where even a single waypoint can be
saved. If there can be more waypoints saved, it means there are more gaps which will be covered
by the Gap range.
Following this rational, to find the multiple Gap ranges we require to optimize the waypoint
number, we can use the greedy algorithm. As the greedy algorithm takes the largest/optimal range
for the waypoint cover, we are sure that one waypoint covers the larges area possible. There cannot
be a situation where using the full waypoint range for a single waypoint is undesirable as we are
optimizing the number of waypoints. Any reasoning to stop the cover before this largest/optimal
range is counterintuitive as it simply makes the waypoint cover less, without gaining something.
The argument that we may cover a Gap range, which is required to find the minimal number of
waypoints is valid as such all Gap ranges are tested.
To calculate the optimal waypoints configuration we iterate over all edges with a Gap range
between them. The GM W Algorithm will be applied to both edges which create this range, in
opposite directions. The solution with the lowest number of waypoint lines will be used as the
result.

4.2.3

Run time

Many of our calculations are bound by α, this makes the algorithm more efficient while it requires a
reasonable α to be chosen. With reasonable, we mean no α approaching zero and no fraction which
will cause the remainder to approach zero. For the following run time we assume a reasonable α
is chosen.
The run time will depend on the number of vertices n and the number of edges m. We
need to find the waypoints for all O(n) vertices, with potentially O(m) edges. The run time
of the greedy algorithm will be the deciding factor, while it directly depends on the run time
of the Search method. We pre-process the building of the search tree structure, which means
during the algorithm we can find our search queries in O(log m) time. In the same search we can
find the length of the shortest edge, see Observation 4.2.2. The number of searches for a single
vertex depend on α, as Algorithm 4.2.1 at most uses O( 2π
α ) = O(1) searches. Furthermore, the
GM W Algorithm is called a constant number of times in the W aypoint algorithm, as Case 1 and
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2π
Case 2 only call it once. Case 3 depends on the number of gaps found, which is O( Gap
) with Gap
again depending on α implying a constant number.

Observation: 4.2.2 In the search tree the nodes will contain the shortest length values for the
edges in the leaves. This will propagate the shortest length to the root. When we traverse the tree
to find the range of the waypoint, we will traverse it for the start and the end of the range. Along
its path we save the lowest discovered value at a node when this node is fully contained in the
range.
The question of finding α and Gap ranges can be completed using a similar search as used
in the greedy algorithm. This search function uses the search tree data structure of edges to
efficiently find the start and end of a range using O(log m) queries. Using the search tree, we can
skip edges, not requiring an O(m) run time, but a constant number of the O(log m) searches. By
checking in α or Gap intervals for a single vertex the problem becomes depended on how many
checks we have to do, see Observation 4.2.3 which provides an example for finding all Gap ranges.
2π
From the observation we find that in O( 2π
α ) or O( Gap ) checks we have covered the entire vertex
and know if there are any α or Gap ranges, and which edges make these ranges.
Observation: 4.2.3 When we search for ranges of size Gap we want to prove that we make
enough progress, so that only a constant number of searches are required. When the search find no
new edge in this range, it indicates that we found a range of size Gap. As we must find all ranges
with a Gap size, we continue from the edge after this range and remember the edges.
If for every two consecutive searches we progress more than a Gap angle, we know that the
number of searches depend on the Gap angle. We can prove this by contradiction, assuming that
two consecutive searches cover ≤ than a Gap angle. This means that starting from edge s we
search for an edge s0 . We find s0 by using the search tree which finds the edge that is furthest
from s but still in a Gap range (excluding Gap itself ). For the second step we will start from s0
searching for edge s00 , in a similar way. When we find that the angle between s and s00 is ≤ than
a Gap angle, there is a contradiction as the search from s to s0 would have found the edge s00 . If
for the first search no new edge was found, than the angle between s and s0 is more than Gap, as
s00 is further along the vertex from s0 this contradicts that the angle between s and s00 is ≤ than
a Gapa angle. A similar arguments exists for when the second search find no new edges, which
requires that the angle between s0 and s00 is more than a Gap angle.
From this we conclude that the GM W Algorithm runs in O(log m) time, while the W aypoint
Algorithm finds the starting point(s) in O(log m) time. For all the constant number of starting
points the W aypoint Algorithm uses the GM W Algorithm. This show that for a single vertex
the algorithm has a O(log m) run time, and for all vertices this becomes O(n log(m)).

4.3

Waypoint location

The final optimization problem we have is the location of the waypoint on its waypoint line. We
want to force a distance between waypoints such that they are pushed away from each other when
they are closer than a given distance F orced Distance (F D). As the starting location of the
waypoint, we have the center of the waypoint line. When surrounding waypoints are sufficiently
distant, the waypoint will stay at this starting position.
The algorithm is inspired by the force directed graph algorithm of Fruchterman and Reingold [8] from Section 2.2. For our input we have all waypoints discovered from the W aypoint
algorithm, and these waypoints behave as vertices in this algorithm. We connect all waypoints
with edges except between waypoints from the same rhombus, as we don’t want waypoint on the
same trajectory to push each other away. On all edges we apply a repelling force. In the algorithm
we add up all of these repelling forces for a single waypoint. This force is applied to the waypoint
by projecting it on the waypoint line. This restricts the movement to the waypoint line, stopping
at the end points of this line. The algorithm applies the repelling forces over multiple iterations
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with a cooling function to stabilize. An example can be seen in Fig. 4.4, where forcing a distance
between waypoints can avoid intersections in the animation trajectory, while distant waypoints
are unaffected.

Figure 4.4: Forced Distance example.
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Experiments
Four separate experiments were conducted to measure the proposed algorithm on a variety of
elements. First the setup for the experiments will be explained. Next the experiments themselves
will be introduced, the results presented and discussed.

5.1

Experimental setup

The experiments will be performed between the algorithms animation trajectory and the interpolated animation trajectory I. The algorithm has two options for animation, separated S or
bundled B.
In the first two experiments we will use different scenarios and examine how the developed
algorithm can improve certain aspects of the animation trajectory. These improvements depend
on their conformity to the Gestalt laws and known metrics in animation quality. The third
experiment will consider a larger sample of data for a Monte-Carlo experiment, to compare with
other research in the field [4, 7]. The final fourth experiment will look at the T rend scenario and
a real-world data set. Here the animation and trajectories are explored.
The scenarios are designed to assess the Gestalt laws. Multiple element will be tested to get
a score on different Gestalt principles. We will use three different scenarios, SingleEnd, T rend
and Random. All scenarios start with 16 clusters of 3-8 points each. In the starting configuration
for any of the scenarios, there will be no overlap in clusters. The start and end clusters can still
overlap, but as they are from two different time steps it will be ignored.
SingleEnd moves the clusters to a single central end cluster. It will simulate a large merge of
points from different positions. The center of the end cluster is bounded to the central
region of a bounding box, which is indicated in red in Fig. 5.1.a. The cluster is enlarged to
accommodate the number of points directed towards it. All 16 starting clusters have their
cluster centers bounded by the black box.1
T rend has 16 start and end clusters, with the points randomly linked between cluster. The only
constraint being a single general movement direction for all points, in this case from left
to right. For this scenario multiple joins and splits will occur. The bounding box is split
into four equal parts to position the clusters evenly between them. The position of all end
clusters is shifted to the right, which makes the first part only for starting cluster and the
final part only for ending clusters, see Fig. 5.1.b. The cluster position in the sections is
random, with the shift ensuring it possible for all points to move from left to right.
Random gives a random position to the start and end cluster as a base scenario for the experiments. The cluster centers are contained in the black bounding box, Fig. 5.1.c
1 The
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(a) Single end (SE)

(b) Trend (T)

(c) Random (R)

Figure 5.1: Three scenarios for the experiments, black dots indicate start positions, white diamonds
indicate end positions.

The experiments will use many metrics, which we will introduce first. For these metrics T will
represent the set of time steps to evaluate, where t ∈ T = {0, . . . , τ }. We can further distinguish
T1 , T2 , T3 as the time range of the three stages in animation. These ranges are all equally sized at
a third of the full range. P will be the set of data point with G ⊂ P the set of point to measure
together. G is a group of points with the same start and end cluster. C ⊂ P will represent a set of
point from the same cluster, start or end. The metrics will use sets of G or C for the calculation,
but the metrics will be calculated for all G and C found in P , so all points in P will be used.
Furthermore, p ∈ P with p(t) → R2 giving p’s exact position in space for the given time step t.
Equation 5.1 show some of the general equations which are reused in the metrics. step(p, t)
returns the vector for subtracting p from the previous position of p, or a single step in the animation. d(p, q, t) returns the length of the vector between the points p, q at time step t. ω(t) returns
the initial time steps 0 for the first half of the animation and the final time step τ for the final
half.
step(p, t) = p(t − 1) − p(t)
d(p, q, t) = kp(t) − q(t)k
(
0
t ≤ τ2 ,
ω(t) =
τ
t > τ2 .
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Metrics
Occlusion : measures the number of times points overlap during the animation. Multiple studies
show that such a situation impairs the animation [4, 7, 11]. This formula comes from Du et
al. [7].
P
1 X p∈G,q6∈G overlap(p, q, t)
occlusion(G) =
|T |
|G|(|P | − |G|)
t∈T
(
(5.2)
0
d(p, q, t) > 2 · r
overlap(p, q, t) =
1
d(p, q, t) <= 2 · r
overlap(p, q, t) determines if p and q overlap at time step t, with r the radius of the points.
|G|(|P | − |G|) normalizes the occlusion measurement for the number of points in G.
Detour : measures the ratio of the detour taken by the algorithm. The base case for this ratio
is the interpolated path of the animation. Animation guidelines proposed by Heer and
Robertson [11] suggest using simple transitions, increasing the path length directly increases
the complexity of the animation which is not recommended.
P
P
t∈T,t6=0
p∈G ||step(p, t)||
P
(5.3)
detour(G) =
p∈G ||p(0) − p(τ )||
This measures the ratio of the detour taken by the algorithm. The numerator is the summation of distance for all step’s in T . The denominator is the distance between start and
end point for p.
M omentum : measures the common fate and synchronicity laws.
P
X
1
pi ,pj ∈G,i<j |kstep(pi , t)k − kstep(pj , t)k|
momentum(G) =

|G|
|T | − 1
t∈T,t6=0

(5.4)

2

momentum measures the difference in step size between points in G over two sequential
time steps. This is done over all time steps in T , except t = 0 as there is no previous time
step. We divide by |G|
to normalize the metric from the size of G. Finally, we divide by
2
1
to
get
the
average
over
all time steps. The lower this score is the closer the measured
|T |-1
points momentum align, making them more synchronous and adhere to the motion part of
the common fate law.
Orientation : measures the common fate law.
1
orientation(G) =
|T | − 1

P
X

pi ,pj ∈G,i<j

t∈T,t6=0

orientation(pi , pj , t)

|G|
2

(5.5)

step(p, t)
step(q, t)
orientation(p, q, t) =
·
kstep(p, t)k kstep(q, t)k
With orientation we measure the degrees of difference between two vectors. Similar to the
previous metric we measure between point in G over all time step T , except t = 0. This
gives us the vector between the points current and previous position. From these vectors we
calculate the orientation between them as in the range of [1,-1]. 1 being equal orientation

and −1 opposing orientation. With |G|
we normalize the value.
2
P roximity : measures the proximity law.
1 X
proximity(G) =
|T |
t∈T
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d(pi ,pj ,t)
pi ,pj ∈G,i<j d(pi ,pj ,ω(t))

|G|
2

P

(5.6)
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For the proximity law, we have the proximity metric. For this metric we expect the distance
between points in G to stay the same. Staying the same regarding the distance at t = 0
or t = τ , for which we introduce ω(t) which returns 0 or τ depending on the current time
step being closer to 0 or τ . As we divide the current distance to the start or end distance
a score of 1 means perfectly adhering to this start and end distance. Similar the previous
measurements we normalize the score and test over all time steps.
Cluster P roximity : measures the proximity law.
1 X
clusteringP roximity(C, Tk ) =
|Tk |

t∈Tk

d(pi ,pj ,t)
pi ,pj ∈C,i<j d(pi ,pj ,ω(t))

|C|
2

P

(5.7)

Very similar as the proximity measurement, this clusteringP roximity measures the distance
between points in the same cluster C. Using C we can measure the proximity performance
of the entire cluster as G is only a subset of a cluster set. Now we normalize over C while
not using all time steps in T , but a subset depending on Tk ∈ {T1 , T3 }. Tk depends on if the
measured cluster C involves a starting cluster or ending cluster. If it is a starting cluster, we
test only over stage one T1 . For an ending cluster we test only stage three T3 . As clusters
are not intended to stay together, measuring over T entirely would skew the data more. A
score of 1 indicating that the cluster stays similarly distanced for one stage.

5.2

Experiments

The first few experiments will use the scenarios discussed in the previous section to experiment
with the algorithm. Experiment 1 examines the improvement in occlusion when repositioning the
waypoints opposed to the deterioration of the animation length which potentially increases by
this repositioning. The second experiment tries to quantify the principles of Gestalt in multiple
measurements. This will be a comparison between the S, B and I animation types. We perform
a Monto-Carlo simulation for Experiment 3 and the final experiments examines the resulting
trajectories for the T rend scenario and a real-world data set.

5.2.1

Experiment 1: Occlusion / Detour metrics

In this experiment we want to find values for multiple variables in the algorithm. In particular,
which α value and F D value are optimal for the scenarios.
We have two formulas that distinguish the quality score of the animation, an occlusion metric
and a detour ratio. The occlusion metric measures the number of occlusions, overlapping points
in time, happening during the animation. The detour gives a ratio of the detour from using the
waypoints. This ratio has the base of the interpolated animation.
Results
The parameters α and F D were variables in this experiment. All experiments were repeated 20
times for different parameter values, averaging the result. For the repeats 20 different SingleEnd,
T rend and Random scenarios were generated.
Fig. 5.2 shows the averages for all averages, combining the results for all three scenarios. The
results show the occlusion score for α ranging from 10◦ to 120◦ . Fig. 5.3 shows the same occlusion
score for α = 30◦ for SingleEnd, T rend and Random separately, with the F D value variable.
Fig. 5.4 shows the increase in Detour ration when the F D value is increased.
Discussion
In Fig. 5.2 we search for the most promising α and F orced Distance(F D) values. As the figure
shows we have a strong reduction of the occlusion cost when the F D is introduced, before flatting
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Figure 5.2: Averaged occlusion measurements vs F D for different α values.

(a) Single end (SE)

(b) Random (R)

(c) Trend (T)

Figure 5.3: Result from occlusion vs F D for the different scenarios.

midway. For the α value only the first few values, see improvement before a quick increase in cost
happens. The optimal value found from this figure is α = 30◦ with F D = 0.25, we used these
settings for all the following experiments. As the measurement is the average overall scenarios for
multiple iterations per scenario, we cannot get any further meaningful information from it.
From Fig. 5.3 we find the first clear divergence in scenarios. Here scenarios SingleEnd and
Random have a similar curve for S compared to I, with the only difference being the higher base
occlusion value for SingleEnd. This difference can directly be explained by the scenario, where
all points cluster towards a single target for the SingleEnd scenario, which creates more chances
for occlusion to occur at the end. For T rend we never see an improvement in the occlusion cost
compared to the interpolated occlusion cost. Still the cost is the lowest among all scenarios.
To find an explanation for the increased occlusion cost for T rend we use Fig. 5.4. This shows
that the detour ratio for T rend is considerably higher than for the other scenarios. As the
26
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Figure 5.4: Detour ratio increase for SingleEnd, Random and T rend, for F D values.
animation trajectories for T rend all follow the same direction, the trajectory has more opportunity
to have a swerving motion, as they will merge and split with other points. This will force an
increase in the animation path. For this reason, even without an F D value the detour is higher
compared to SingleEnd and Random. DF will in most cases increase the detour ratio as we push
waypoints away from the center, as this will contain the most waypoints. The quick flatting of
this detour increase depends on the chosen α as the α value dictates the size of the waypoint area.
With a α value of 30◦ the flatting happens reasonably quickly, as the waypoints will be fixed to
the end of their waypoint line.
When looking at F D = 0.0 we see for none of the scenarios that the addition of waypoints
with an α decrease the occlusion cost, we even see a slight increase. This may be caused by the
steep angles by which the points split in the animation. The conformity to common fate in first
and third stage delays the splitting and merging between cluster members, which increases the
angle of the splits and merges.

5.2.2

Experiment 2: Gestalt principles

Only the most informative data are shown, all scatter plot matrices and tables with exact values
can be found in Appendix A. To examine the differences in Gestalt conformity, a multitude of
measurements are used from the experimental setup.
Results
The parameters of α and F D are set to 30◦ and 0.25 respectively, for this experiment as Experiment 5.2.1 show them being optimal. All experiments were repeated 20 times with 20 different
SingleEnd, T rend and Random scenarios generated.
Tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix show the results between scenarios SingleEnd and T rend
compared to Random. Tables A.3 and A.4 in the appendix show the same results now comparing
the animation type S and B compared to I. From Tables A.1 and A.2 we made the bar charts
shown in Figures 5.5, 5.7 5.9.a. These only show the percentage of improvement of SingleEnd
and T rend compared to Random. From Tables A.3 and A.4 we made the bar charts shown in
Figures 5.6, 5.8 5.9.b.
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(a) Momentum

(b) Orientation

Figure 5.5: Momentum and orientation improvement % of SingleEnd and T rend opposed to
Random for S, B and I animation types.

(a) Momentum

(b) Orientation

Figure 5.6: Momentum and orientation improvement % of S and B opposed to I for the
SingleEnd, T rend and Random scenarios.
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(a) Proximity

(b) Cluster Proximity

Figure 5.7: Proximity and clustered proximity improvement % of SingleEnd and T rend opposed
to Random for S, B and I animation types.
Discussion
Common F ate Law : The metrics momentum with orientation show the animation quality for
the common fate law of Gestalt. Looking at the scenarios SingleEnd and T rend compared
to Random (Fig. 5.5) we find improvement in the momentum part of common fate, while
being complicated scenarios, for both S and B. For the orientation we see only a decrease
in score, with the T rend scenario being the major cause. Looking at the animation types S,
B opposed to I (Fig. 5.6.a) there is a clear discrepancy. With S on average improving the
momentum score with 6% while B on average decreases the score with 34%.
The scenarios show only minimal effect towards this measurement, while type B impacts
the metric strongly negatively. This is to be expected for B, which has to merge and split
all the points to and from a single location. This will heavily affect the score depending on
the positions of the points in their cluster. The improvement with S will be higher when
α is higher as we see the that T rend improves the most with nearly 10%. This indicates
that more merges and splits for S improves the measurement, as the T rend scenario was
designed to contain many merges and splits.
For the orientation score, we see the same problem occur. The average decrease in score of
9% for B (Fig. 5.6.b) is caused by the need of merging and splitting from a single point,
which will angle the orientations in the animation.
For the scenarios (Fig. 5.5.b) we see a decrease with T rend decreasing twice as much as
SingleEnd. The orientation will be affected by the number of curves in the animation,
as scenario T rend has many merges and splits, it will have many curves in the animation,
compared to other scenarios. The curve affects the orientation as to keep a similar distance
between points in a curve some of the points will have to increase the angle of the curve.
P roximity Law : This metric of proximity and clusterP roximity fit multiple Gestalt laws other
than proximity law, such as similarity, prägnanz and good continuation. Similarity as it tries
to keep the shape of the group rigid. Prägnanz as this rigidness retains the shape which the
group will not become more complex during the animation. Good continuation as similar
to the curves it helps with following the path of the group. The deformation of start shape
to end shape only happens in the second stage.
For the scenarios with proximity we see no major difference between SingleEnd and T rend
with Random (Fig. 5.7), both performing only marginally worse than Random. For the
clusterProximity (CP ) we do see a major shift in the data. T rend significantly improves
relative to Random with an average of 13%, while SingleEnd decreases with 28%. Looking
at the data of SingleEnd we find a few outliers that cause this major shift in the average.
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(a) Proximity

(b) Cluster Proximity

Figure 5.8: Proximity and clustered proximity improvement % of S and B opposed to I for the
SingleEnd, T rend and Random scenarios.
Looking at the configuration of the point of SingleEnd we find that the likely cause is the
large central cluster which can skew the results as it represents a large group.
Looking at the values of CP for S and B relative to I the same conclusion can be made as
relative to I (Fig. 5.8.b), both S and B see an improvements in their score, with B even
an improvement of 21%. This decrease for SingleEnd is caused by the animation types, as
even the base I measurement for SingleEnd is already very high. For the proximity metric
(Fig. 5.8.a) we see that this measurement does not work for B as it want to bundle the
point. While for S we see an improvement of 16% relative to I.
Prägnanz Law : Finally, we can label the detour metric under the prägnanz law as an increasing
in the detour ratio of the animation also increase the complexity of the animation, decreasing
the conformity to the this law.
For SingleEnd and T rend there is only a small increase in this ratio showing as a disimprovement in Fig. 5.9.a. As stated before for T rend this is expected, for SingleEnd it is
not that surprising as the many clusters around the central end will cause many bundles to
merge at the endpoint even with a low α value, Fig. 5.1.a.
Furthermore. we see that B cause the increase in ratio more than S (Fig. 5.9.b), as it must
bundle and follow the same path using the same waypoints as S, which marginally increases
the detour ratio.
To conclude, we found that Separated (S) follows the Gestalt principles with clear improvements in momentum, proximity, clusterP roximity and a small deterioration in orientation.
Bundled (B) only majorly improved in clusterproximity, while all other measurements show a
deterioration in the values. These improvements and deterioration are compared to the Interpolated (I) values.
For the scenarios, we found improvements in momentum, proximity for both the SingleEnd
and T rend scenarios. For clusterP roximity we find T rend improving, but SingleEnd deteriorate.
Finally, finding a deterioration for orientation and detour for both SingleEnd and T rend. These
improvements and deteriorations are compared to the Ransom scenario.
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(a) vs Random

(b) vs I

Figure 5.9: Detour improvements % of SingleEnd and T rend opposed to Random and of S and
B opposed to I.

5.2.3

Experiment 3: Monte-Carlo

For this experiment we will perform a Monte-Carlo simulation similar to the experiments performed
in [4, 7] for the occlusion metric. The set values are α = 30◦ and F D = 0.25, with the scenario
Random.
Results
We calculated the occlusion metric for 10,000 random configurations for the animation type S, B
and I. In figures 5.10.a and 5.10.b the result for S versus I and B versus I are shown. The solid
black line indicates the linear regression and the dotted line is the identity line. When points fall
below the identity line we observe an improvement in the occlusion measurements for S and B
compared to I.

(a) Separated vs Interpolated

(b) Bundled vs Interpolated

Figure 5.10: Monte-Carlo experimental data, a lower cost improves the occlusion metric.
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Discussion
From the Monte-Carlo experiment we see an improvement in the occlusion metric values for both
S and B. With most measurements improving for S as shown by the linear regression. For B
we only see improvements together with a more concentrated cluster as B scores far lower than
I. This was expected as in the experiment of Du et al. [7] a similar observation was made, as by
bundling the points there are less points to occlude each other.
This show that even with enlarged animation points to clearly observe bundled points, we still
improve the occlusion metric significantly.

5.2.4

Experiment 4: Trajectory Exploration

The fourth experiment explores the trajectory with the T rend scenario and world data from the
UN [15]. The set values are α = 30◦ and F D = 0.25, with r = 0, 06 for the UN data set.
Results
Fig.5.11.a shows the found clusters for T rend with the rhombus model map in Fig. 5.11.b is
showing all rhombi for the waypoint area, with the dots being the waypoint position.
Fig. 5.12 shows the animation trajectory for type S with and without F D. The same for
figures 5.13.a and 5.13.b for type B.
As the animation is difficult to represent in limited space Appendix B shows the animation of
the Trend scenario and the UN data set. With three time step per stage for T rend and 10 year
steps in the UN data set.

(a) Clusters

(b) Waypoint areas + waypoints

Figure 5.11: Clusters and waypoints for scenario T rend.
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(a) Animation trajectory S without FD

(b) Animation trajectory S with FD

Figure 5.12: S trajectories.

(a) Animation trajectory B without FD

(b) Animation trajectory B with FD

Figure 5.13: B trajectories.
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Discussion
From the T rend animation in Appendix B, we see only a minimal change in the trajectory of S
compared to I. This is preferable as it means no large and obvious detours are taken. We see
similar results in Experiments 1 and 2, where the detour ratio is on average less than 1.1. This
shows that the improvements in occlusion we found in Experiments 1 and 3 do not alter the path
of the animation in any substantial way.
From the trajectory mapping in Fig. 5.12.a we observer several zigzag shaped paths for the
shorter trajectories. This is an artefact created by our desire to follow common fate. By remaining
in close proximity and retaining the same shape, there exist situations where a point can overshoot
the waypoint. This situation does not exist in the Bundled type as we gather the points at the
end of the stage.
The bundled trajectories from Fig. 5.13 show nearly none of the zigzag shapes. Furthermore,
the central area shows less intersections between trajectories.
When we add the F D values in both Figures 5.12.b and 5.13.b it’s clear that the center of the
scenario causes the waypoints to be pushed farther out. The waypoint line helps to maintain the
same general structure as the trajectory without F D. Multiple trajectories can be found which
are clearly avoiding each other, showing the improvement for the animation complexity. Some of
these cases are indicated by the red circles.
The UN data set of the crude birth and crude death rate per 1000 population shows these
values per country as an animation over time from 1965 to 2015, found in Appendix B. The
bundled animation shows a quick way to find the biggest clusters and trends in the data set, with
the disadvantage of losing the exact path of a single point. The separated animation represents
the actual data reasonably well. Furthermore, we find some clear group structures present one or
two images before we see the final positioning.
Similar results can be found in the animation for T rend, where the grouping structure is
maintained for a long time during the animation for S when compared to the I. For B we see the
clear reduction in points for which occlusion may happen.
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Conclusions and Future Work
We constructed and implemented a model to optimize complex animations of groups of objects to
be more understandable, in the context of a transition between scatter plots. The model using the
rhombus shape with waypoints captures the Gestalt principles. The algorithm exists of multiple
parts, with the focus on optimizing the number of waypoints. This algorithm works with an
O(n log(n)) run time, with n being the number of points to animate, further requiring to cluster
the input data and pre-process the used data structures.
We conducted multiple experiments using the two types of animations, separated and bundled.
The results show both types reduce the occlusion cost of the animation, with bundled seeing
significant improvement similar to the study of Du et al. [7]. This shows the potential of the
Gestalt principles in improving the animation trajectory.
The results further show that the separated type increases the conformity to the Gestalt
principles when compared to the interpolated animation. For the bundled type a significant
decrease in Gestalt conformity was found.
For further research there are multiple directions to take. As this thesis focuses on quantifying
the Gestalt principles, a good follow-up experiment would be a pilot study to measure the effects
of the principles on users. From there we may find an encompassing metric to decide how conform
a model is to Gestalt.
From the experiments we found and discussed some pitfalls in the animation by following
Gestalt, at least for the current model. Further research following Gestalt theory or existing
animation metrics can be made. For example, this model has the tendency to move in a zigzag
motion as discussed in Chapter 5. As this is a consideration between the common fate law and
a smoother trajectory, we valued the coherency to common fate more, but this can be further
explored to limit this motion while staying true to the common fate law.
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Appendix A

Experiment 2 Data
SE
T
SE decrease %
T decrease %
R

Smomentum
0,001319
0,001293
0,806003
2,740115
0,00133

Bmomentum
0,001854584
0,001792024
4,652284399
7,868624892
0,001945075

Imomentum
0,001377
0,001429
0,565975
-3,23453
0,001385

Sorientation
0,92539
0,897113
1,482083
4,492525
0,939311

Borientation
0,840491
0,816351
5,48508
8,199625
0,889268

Iorientation
0,93487
0,925763
1,634125
2,592414
0,950401

Table A.1

SE
T
SE decrease %
T decrease %
R

Sproximity
0,9384
0,935527
-0,34647
-0,03915
0,93516

Bproximity
0,218258824
0,218258824
2,54336E-14
2,54336E-14
0,218258824

Iproximity
0,814734
0,804879
-1,4347
-0,20779
0,80321

S CP
2,027434
1,352621
-33,8218
10,71959
1,515025

B CP
1,588911
1,096808
-13,1274
21,90939
1,404532

I CP
2,171698
1,46485
-37,4848
7,263948
1,579591

Sdetour
1,083097
1,097738
-2,68904
-4,07718
1,054735

Bdetour
1,102952
1,120072
-2,37585
-3,96488
1,077356

Idetour
1
1
0
0
1

Table A.2

S
B
S decrease %
B decrease %
I

momentum
SE
T
0,001319 0,001293353
0,001855 0,001792024
4,18507
9,511879853
-34,7134 -25,3771031
0,001377 0,001429307

R
0,00133
0,001945
3,953219
-40,4869
0,001385

orientation
SE
T
0,92539
0,897113
0,840491 0,816351
1,014066 3,09475
10,09543 11,81849
0,93487
0,925763

R
0,939311
0,889268
1,166831
6,432326
0,950401

Table A.3

S
B
S decrease %
B decrease %
I

proximity
SE
0,9384
0,218259
-15,1788
73,21103
0,814734

T
0,93552658
0,218258824
-16,231933
72,88303134
0,804879138

R
0,93516
0,218259
-16,4279
72,82669
0,80321

cluster proximity
SE
T
2,027434 1,352621
1,588911 1,096808
6,642911 7,661519
26,83554 25,12492
2,171698 1,46485

R
1,515025
1,404532
4,087517
11,08253
1,579591

detour
SE
1,083097
1,102952
-8,3097
-10,2952
1

T
1,097738
1,120072
-9,77382
-12,0072
1

R
1,054735
1,077356
-5,47348
-7,73557
1

Table A.4
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Figure A.1
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Figure A.2
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Figure A.3
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Figure A.4
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Figure A.5
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Figure A.6
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Appendix B

Experiment 4 Data
Animation transition from start to finish, on the left S in the middle B. Both animation with
waypoint using P the 1965 data and Q the 2015 data. On the right the exact value from the data
set for the years 1965-1975-1985-1995-2005-2015. The x-axis represents the crude birth rate per
1000 population for all countries. The y-axis represents the crude death rate per 1000 population
for each all countries.
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Animation transition from start to finish, from left to right S, B, I for a random T rend
scenario.
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